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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At the request of the TAMU Power Plant, the ESL staff audited the 1995 Lone Star Gas
Company invoices. Gas consumption is measured and the measured volume is converted to standard
volume (at T=60 °F, P= 14.65 psia) to determine the energy content and cost. This audit was performed to
determine if the bills from Lone Star Gas Company had correctly converted the measured volumes to
standard volumes, and had charged the proper amounts.
Lone Star Gas Company uses standard methods to convert measured gas volumes to standard
volumes by assuming constant gas CO2 content (2.8%), N2 content (0.79%) and gas specific gravity
value (0.647). In 1995, the gravity value measured varied from 0.601 to 0.627, which is lower than the
assumed value. Hence, Lone Star Gas Company overcharged TAMU Power Plant by 0.17% to 0.39%
depending on the actual specific gravity values (see the chart below). The impact of assuming constant
CO2 and N2 levels on the bills is negligible.
After a joint meeting with ESL and TAMU Physical Plant personnel, Lone Star Gas Company
agreed to update the gas specific gravity value every four months in the future and to reconcile gas bills
back to 1994 with measured specific gravity values. This reconciliation will result in a credit to Texas
A&M University of approximately $20,000 for 1995. Results of the reconciliation for other years will
depend on the measured specific gravity values.
0.605 0.61 0.615 0.62
Actual specific gravity
Figure 1. The percent overcharge due to incorrect specific gravity (0.647) used in the volume correction.
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Task #3: Audit Lone Star Gas Invoices and Billing Procedures.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the help of Sheryl Russell from the physical plant, the ESL staff audited the Lone Star Gas
invoices and verified the calculation of the gas volumes applied by the Lone Star Gas Company. This
report presents the method of verification and the results.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Gas is measured by volume which is expressed in cubic feet at a specified reference pressure and
temperature, as measured by a meter or computed from a meter record. Since gas volumes vary
according to pressure and temperature, it is necessary to express volumes in accordance with some
standard set of conditions. The American Gas Association (A.G.A.) endorses the adoption of 14.73 psia
and 60 °F as the standard base conditions of pressure and temperature to be used in gas volume
measurement. However, these standard pressure and temperature values vary from state to state in the
United States. The gas transportation contract between Lone Star Gas Company and Texas A&M
University (refer to Attachment A) specifies that a pressure base of 14.65 psia and a temperature base of
60 °F will be the standard conditions.
The absolute pressure of the gas at the point of measurement is the sum of the gage pressure and
the atmospheric pressure. The atmospheric pressure depends on the location, altitude and barometric
conditions. Normally, an average atmospheric pressure of 14.4 psia is assumed regardless of the actual
location or elevation of the delivery point or variation in actual barometric pressure from time to time.
The gas transportation contract between Lone Star Gas Company and Texas A&M University uses 14.4
psia as the average atmospheric pressure, which is called zone pressure in its gas bill.
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2.2 SUPERCOMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR
For an ideal gas, the relationship of the gas volume at different pressures and temperatures is
expressed by the perfect gas law:
(1)
(2)
Where subscript m indicates actual measured values, s indicates values under base conditions.
For a real gas, its volume at high pressure is less than the theoretical value. This deviation is
called "supercompressibility". A supercompressibility factor should be taken into account in gas
measurement. This factor may be expressed by the following equation:
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Thus, Vm should be corrected by a factor of (Fpv)2:
(6)
2.3 DETERMINATION OF SUPERCOMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (FPV)
The formulas used to calculate this factor were found in an A.G.A. report from December 1962
entitled "AGA Manual for the Determination of Supercompressibility Factors for Natural Gas." It was
produced as a result of Research Project NX-19, whose goal was "Extension of Range of
Supercompressibility Tables." (refer to Attachment B).
The carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N2) contents and the gas specific gravity , in
conjunction with the gage pressure and absolute flowing temperature, are required to determine Fpv. The
required information and the detailed procedures for the determination of Fpv is presented below.
1
 Also known as relative density. It is the ratio of the weight of one cubic foot of natural gas to the weight of one
cubic foot of dry air, under the same pressure and temperature conditions. It depends on the constituents of gas.
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(9)
(10)
01)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
Step 12. Look up the E factor.
The E factor depends on pressure and temperature. It can be linearly interpolated from
Table 4 in Attachment B. For typical values of temperature and pressure found at the
TAMU power plant, the E factor is 1.0
Step 13. Calculate the b factor.
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( 2 0 )
3. RESULTS
Although the gas transportation contract specifies that the measured gas volumes should be
corrected based on daily average meter pressure, specific gravity and flowing temperature, Lone Star Gas
Company actually makes the gas volume correction on an hourly basis. The corrections are added to
obtain daily and monthly totals and the power plant is billed for the monthly total.
One month of hourly gas measurement printouts for the power plant were obtained from Sheryl
Russell at the Physical Plant (refer to Attachment C for part of the printouts). These printouts show
hourly uncorrected and corrected gas volumes and average gas pressure and temperature. The equations
discussed in Section 2 were applied to compute the corrected gas volume based on gas pressures and
temperatures shown in the printouts and assuming constant CO2, N2, and specific gravity values of 2.8%,
0.79%, and 0.647, respectively. Hourly values for CO2, N2, and specific gravity values are not available.
The impact of this assumption will be examined later . The computed gas volumes at standard conditions
were compared with the corrected values shown in the printouts. The difference (defined as
*Dill corrected ~^calculated
 1 f U w \ • AC A mo/* , , „ « , , • • • c f 4 .
= x 100%) varied from -0.10% to 0.05% (minus sign is in favor of the
^calculated
power plant), and the average difference is 0.01% (refer to Attachment D for part of the spreadsheet).
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The result shows that the gas volumes calculated by Lone Star Gas Company were correct.
However, there are two items that need to be noted.
First, the gas transportation contract between Lone Star Gas Company and Texas A&M
University does not indicate the use of some gas constituent values (CO2 and N2 contents) for the
correction of gas volume. Constant CO2, N2, and specific gravity values of 2.8%, 0.79%, and 0.647,
respectively, appeared in all gas bills. It was then assumed that these were the values used in the
calculation of standard gas volume. This was verified during the meeting with Lone Star Gas Company
representatives on August 28, 1997. The impact of the variation of these values is small, however, as can
be seen from Table 1. The differences were evaluated by holding all other parameters at the assumed
constant values while varying one item to its minimum and maximum values. Minimum and maximum
values of CO2, N2, and specific gravity were based on historical monthly gas analysis data obtained from
Lone Star Gas Company for the year 1995 (refer to Attachment E).
Table 1. Impacts of gas content and specific gravity variations on the difference of corrected gas volume
calculated by Lone Star Gas and using the standard procedures.
It can be seen that the gas specific gravity has a greater impact on the volume correction than
CO2 and N2 contents do. Note that the assumed CO2 and N2 contents used in the bills are within the
normal range of variations based on the monthly gas analysis in 1995. However, the specific gravity
value used is out of the range. This will result in the power plant be overcharged by 0.39% when the
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specific gravity value of 0.647 is used while the actual value is 0.601. Figure 1 presents the resulting gas
volume differences if a constant specific gravity of 0.647 was used when the actual specific gravity
varies from 0.601 to 0.627. The average of the 11 monthly values of specific gravity recorded in
attachment E is 0.618. If differences in monthly consumption are ignored, Texas A&M University was
overcharged by 0.24% for gas during 1995, or by approximately $20,000 for the $8,329,058 spent for gas
used at the main power plant. After a joint meeting with ESL and TAMU Physical Plant personnel, Lone
Star Gas Company agreed to update the gas specific gravity value every four months in the future and to
reconcile gas bills back to 1994 with measured specific gravity values. This reconciliation will result in a
credit to Texas A&M University of approximately $20,000 for 1995. Results of the reconciliation for
other years will depend on the measured specific gravity values.
Figure 1. The percent overcharge due to incorrect specific gravity (0.647) used in the volume correction.
Second, Lone Star Gas Company currently checks the meter accuracy once a year (according to a
personal communication). TAMU receives no report or record of the activities. It is recommended that
Lone Star Gas Company calibrate the meter every six months and submit the calibration report to
TAMU.
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ATTACHMENT A
GAS TRANSPORTATION CONTRACT BETWEEN LONE STAR GAS
COMPANY AND TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
Energy Systems Laboratory Texas A&M University
WILLIAM Z.RANKIN
Associate Gas Transportation Represantativt
(2U) 573-5194
Lon^ Star Gqs Company
301 S. ftarwood St. • Dallas, Texas 75201-5696
November 15, 1994
Texas A & M University
Physical Plant Department
Agronomy Road
College Station, Texas 77843-1371
Attn: Executive Director
Re: LS-MC-#782
Gas Transportation Agreement
between Lone Star Gas Company and
Texas A & M University
Dear Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find an executed copy.of the Gas Transportation Agreement between Lone
Star Gas Company and Texas A & M University, dated September 30,1994, for your files. If further
assistance is needed, please call me at 214/573-5194.
Very truly yours,
William Z. Rankin
WZR:pb
Enclosure
LS-MC-#782
AMENDMENTS GAS TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT
•
THIS AMENDATORY AGREEMENT, made and entered into this^Q. day ofSeptember
1 9 9 4 J by and between TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY, herein referred to as "Shipper", and LONE
STAR GAS COMPANY, a Division of ENSERCH Corporation, a Texas corporation, hereinafter
referred to as Transporter".
W I T N E S S E T H :
WHEREAS, Shipper and Transporter made and entered into a Gas Transportation
Agreement dated September 20, 1990, as amended (the "Agreement") covering the transportation
of gas from Point(s) of Receipt set forth in said Agreement, more particularly described in Exhibit
"A" thereto, to which Agreement, being unrecorded, reference is hereby made for all purposes; and
WHEREAS, the parties hereto, as Shipper and Transporter, desire to modify and amend the
Agreement as hereinafter indicated,
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein
contained, Shipper and Transporter hereby contract and agree as follows:
I.
Effective Septemer ,11994 all terms and provisions of the Agreement shall be deleted in
their entirety and replaced by the attached terms and provisions, which by reference are made part
hereof and of the Agreement; provided, however, any obligations incurred by either party under the
Agreement prior to the effective date of this Amendment shall not be extinguished hereby.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Amendment of Gas Transportation Agreement has been
executed in duplicate originals byih.e_parties hereto as of the day and year first hereinabove written.
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF BRAZOS
BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, a Notary Public in and for said County and State,
on this day personally appeared Jer rv Gaston. Interim V.P. for .Finance & Admin. of
TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same for the purposes and
consideration therein expressed, in the capacity therein stated. /
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE, this the 30th^
 d a y o f
September , A.D., 19 9£
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF DALLAS
BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, a Notary Public in and for the State of Texas, on
this day personally appeared:;u-hwi A Fr.irAttorney-in-Fact for LONE STAR GAS COMPANY,
a Division of ENSERCH Corporation, a Texas corporation, known to me to be the person whose
name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same
for the purposes and consideration therein expressed, in the capacity therein stated, and as the act
and deed of said corporation.
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE, this the jLrfcday of
GAS TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into the 20th day of September, 1990, to be effective
September 1, 1990, by and between LONESTAR GAS COMPANY, a Division of ENSERCH
Corporation, a Texas corporation, hereinafter referred to as "Transporter" and TEXAS A & M
UNIVERSITY, hereinafter referred to as "Shipper";
W I T N E S S E T H:
WHEREAS, Shipper owns or controls certain quantities of natural gas which are not subject
to the jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (the "FERC") under either the
Natural Gas Act of 1938, as amended, (the "NGA"), or the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978, as
amended, (the "NGPA"), and Shipper desires that Transporter (a) receive gas from Shipper (or its
designee) at the Point(s) of Receipt hereinafter set forth and (b) redeliver gas to the Point(s) of
Delivery hereinafter set forth; and
WHEREAS, Transporter owns and operates a pipeline system and is willing to transport gas
for Shipper under the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth and pursuant to Section 5.02(b) of
the Texas Gas Utility Regulatory Act;
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions herein
contained, the adequacy and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Transporter and Shipper
hereby agree as follows:
ARTICLE I.
QUANTITY
1.1 (a) Shipper hereby agrees to transport under this Agreement one hundred percent
(100%) of Shipper's facilities' (as listed on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein)
(hereinafter referred to as "Shipper's facilities") entire natural gas requirements, except for any
purchases under (i) that certain Contract for Special Commercial Standby Gas Service between
Shipper and Transporter dated September 30, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as the "Contract for
Special Commercial Standby Service") or (ii), if applicable, that certain Contract for Industrial Gas
Service between Shipper and Transporter dated September 30| 1994thereinafter referred to as the
"Contract for Industrial Gas Service"). It is agreed that the volume of gas to be transported under
this Agreement will not exceed a maximum daily volume of 20,000 Mcf for the Industrial Power
Plant Delivery Point and a combined total maximum daily volume of 5,000 Mcf for all other delivery
points hereunder. It is further hereby agreed that if Shipper ever fails to transport at least a daily
average of 10,000 Mcf to Shipper's Industrial Power Plant for two consecutive months, then
Transporter reserves the right, upon 60 days' prior written notice, to re-negotiate and/or terminate
this Agreement and all related agreements (as specified on Exhibit "B" attached hereto and
incorporated herein) within ninety (90) days of such occurrence. It is further hereby agreed that the
calculation of all quantities of gas received and delivered hereunder shall, for all purposes, including,
but not limited to, payment and determination of imbalance and retention volumes, be on an
MMBtu basis.
(b) Transporter's receipt and delivery of such gas volumes, up to 5,000 Mcf/d, will be
considered "Priority" and shall not be curtailed, interrupted, or discontinued by Transporter for any
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reason except for: (i) an event of force majeure, as defined herein including but not limited to
compliance with laws, regulations or governmental orders, (ii) failure or refusal of Shipper (or its
designee) to receive/deliver or catxsejo be received/delivered gas hereunder in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement, (iii) available pipeline capacity necessary to maintain Transporter's sales
service to its residential and commercial customers and higher priorities of sales service under tariffs
filed with applicable regulatory authorities, and (iv) any other terms and conditions herein.
. (c) Transporter's receipt and delivery of such gas volumes, up to an additional 20,000 Mcf/d,
will be considered "Non-Priority" and may be curtailed, interrupted, or discontinued by Transporter
for the following reasons: (i) the most operationally efficient utilization of Transporter's pipeline
capacity (provided, however, the foregoing shall not be interpreted to allow Transporter to prioritize
transportation service based upon the fees paid for such service), (ii) an event of force majeure, as
defined herein including but not limited to compliance with laws, regulations or governmental orders,
(iii) failure or refusal of Shipper (or its designee) to receive/deliver or cause to be received/delivered
gas hereunder in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, (iv) available pipeline capacity
necessary to maintain Transporter's sales service to its residential and commercial customers and
higher priorities of sales service under tariffs filed with applicable regulatory authorities, and (v) any
other terms and conditions herein.
(d) It is understood and agreed by the parties that if in the future Transporter establishes a
queuing system for prioritizing intrastate transportation, the date of initial delivery under this
Agreement shall be considered September 1, 1990 for the Receipt Points and Delivery Points
established hereunder as of the September 20,1990 execution date of this Agreement.
1.2 (a) It is recognized that a day-to-day balance of gas received by Transporter and
delivered to Shipper may not be possible due to the inability of the parties to control precisely such
receipts or deliveries. However, Transporter, to the extent practicable, will deliver to Shipper each
day a quantity of gas equivalent to the quantity received from Shipper (or its designee) that day, in
addition to any quantities of gas nominated by Shipper and approved by Transporter to correct an
imbalance hereunder; provided, however, Transporter shall deliver to Shipper's Industrial Power
Plant Delivery Point only ninety nine and one quarter percent (99.25%), and to Shipper's other
facilities (as set forth herein) only ninety nine percent (99%), of the quantity of gas received by
Transporter from Shipper (or its designee) and Transporter shall retain, respectively, the three
quarters of one percent (.75%) and one percent (1%) balance of the quantity of gas received as
normal gas lost, gas used as fuel and gas used in day-to-day pipeline operations (the "Retention
Volume").
(b) It shall be the responsibility of Shipper to monitor, to the best of its ability, and if
necessary, adjust, or cause to be adjusted, (i) deliveries of gas to Transporter for transportation and
(ii) receipts of transportation gas from Transporter, in order to maintain a daily balance of receipts
and deliveries. Transporter shall not be obligated to receive or deliver quantities of gas in excess
of those quantities nominated by Shipper, in accordance with Section 1.3 hereof, for transportation
hereunder, nor shall Transporter be obligated to deliver to Shipper at the Delivery Point(s)
quantities of gas in excess of those quantities received from Shipper at the Receipt Point(s) and any
quantitities of gas nominated by Shipper and approved by Transporter to correct an imbalance
hereunder, less the Retention Volume. Shipper shall monitor, to the best of its ability, receipts and
deliveries hereunder and shall advise Transporter of any situation wherein an imbalance has occurred
or may occur unless corrective action is taken. Shipper shall be obligated to adjust its receipts
and/or deliveries of transportation gas to the extent necessary to correct or avoid any imbalance and
to notify Transporter of such adjustments. Any adjustments to receipts and/or deliveries by Shipper,
whether or not pursuant to notification from either party, shall be coordinated with Transporter's
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gas control personnel. The foregoing paragraph shall not be construed to obligate Shipper to
upgrade existing metering equipment, except as provided in Section 2 of the General Terms and
Conditions attached hereto. ^^-.^
(c) An imbalance shall exist tiefeunder where, during any month of the term hereof, there
is a numerical difference between the quantity of gas, exclusive of the total of those volumes of gas
delivered under the Contract for Special Commercial Standby Service and the Retention Volume,
delivered by Transporter to Shipper and the quantity of gas received by Transporter from Shipper
(or its designee) during such month and any such imbalance shall be corrected insofar as practicable
during the month following Transporter's initial notice to Shipper (verbally or in writing) of such
imbalance. In the event Shipper ever fails during any month of the term hereof to make up a prior
month's imbalance, then (i) in the case of any cumulative imbalance, as hereinafter defined, due
Transporter ("underdeliveries by Shipper"), Shipper shall purchase such cumulative imbalance
volume(s), in accordance with and pursuant to the terms of the Contract for Special Commercial
Standby Service or (ii) in the case of any cumulative imbalance, as hereinafter defined, due Shipper
("overdeliveries by Shipper"), Transporter shall have the right with notice given to Shipper or its
designee, on or before four (4) business days prior to any month, to restrict, interrupt, or reduce the
quantity of gas Transporter will accept at any and/or all the Receipt Point(s) until such time as the
imbalance is corrected. In the event Shipper is required to purchase from Transporter any
cumulative imbalance(s), as provided in (i) above, Transporter agrees to credit Shipper for
transportation fees paid by Shipper to Transporter hereunder on such cumulative imbalance
volume(s). For the purposes of this paragraph, the term "cumulative imbalance" shall mean the sum
of (1) any imbalance carried forward from an immediately preceding month to the next succeeding
month, plus (2) any imbalance based on the delivery and receipt of gas hereunder during such
succeeding month. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Shipper shall not attempt to utilize the imbalance
provisions hereunder to provide back-up service for its facilities in the event its third party
supplier(s) fail to deliver gas to Transporter for redelivery hereunder to Shipper's facilities, or to
provide facilities protection gas for its facilities. In the event Transporter, in its reasonable opinion,
ever determines that Shipper has intentionally done so, Shipper agrees that Transporter shall have
the right to suspend and/or terminate this Agreement upon reasonable prior notice.
(d) Notwithstanding anything contained herein which might be construed to the contrary,
either party may restrict, interrupt, or reduce its receipt and/or delivery of gas hereunder in order
to maintain a daily balance or to correct an imbalance hereunder.
1.3 At least three (3) business days prior to the first calendar day of each month during the
term hereof, Shipper shall notify Transporter of the volumes of gas Shipper nominates for
transportation at the Receipt and Delivery Points under this Agreement. Each such transportation
nomination shall contain Shipper's nominated quantities for the Receipt and Delivery Points,
designation of the appropriate contract(s) covering such gas, and the identity by name and telephone
number of individual(s) who have authority to confirm the nominated gas volumes at each Receipt
and Delivery Point. Timely nominations may be given by verbal notice; provided, however, Shipper
shall furnish written confirmation thereof within five (5) business days of the date of such verbal
notice. Shipper may change nominated quantities, receipt points or delivery points on any business
day upon verbal notice and Transporter's prior approval of any such change, but such verbal notice
must be received by Transporter prior to 12:00 noon Central time of any business day to be effective
the next succeeding business day. If Shipper fails to furnish transportation nominations as required
herein for any month during the term hereof, Transporter may interrupt transportation service
during such month hereunder for the same number of days that the nomination is late for such
month, and such interruption of service shall not prevent enforcement by Transporter of any other
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of its legal rights or remedies nor be construed as a breach of Transporter's obligations hereunder.
1.4 Shipper agrees to transport under this Agreement to each of the Delivery Points set forth
herein a volume of 500 Mcf of gas or more per year. In the event such volumes do not reach at
least 500 Mcf for any Contract Year of the term of this Agreement, the applicable Delivery Point(s)
shall not be eligible to receive gas transportation hereunder during the next succeeding Contract
Year of the term of this Agreement; however, should such Delivery Point(s) subsequently achieve
a volume of at least 500 Mcf per year, then it shall again become eligible for gas transportation
service under this Agreement for the next succeeding Contract Year of the term of this Agreement,
but in no event beyond the term of this Agreement.
ARTICLE II.
LOCATIONS OF POINTS OF RECEIPT AND DELIVERY
2.1 Receipt Point: Gas delivered by Shipper (or its designee) to Transporter hereunder shall
be delivered at points which are sometimes herein referred to as the Transporter Receipt Point(s)?
or Toint(s) of Receipt" and located at mutually agreeable points on Transporter's pipeline
transmission system, and any such mutually agreeable points shall be specifically set forth and
identified in writing signed by both Transporter and Shipper. It is agreed that all Transporter
Receipt Point(s) to be established hereunder will be subject to Transporter's prior approval.
2.2 Delivery Point: Gas transported by Transporter hereunder shall be delivered to Shipper
where gas first passes from Transporter's metering equipment into Shipper's facilities, as specified
in Exhibit "A" attached hereto.
2.3 Additional Points: It is understood by both parties that Shipper and Transporter may
mutually agree in writing to establish other Receipt Points hereunder. In the event Shipper desires
that Transporter receive gas at a proposed point(s), Shipper shall notify Transporter in writing or
verbally, to be promptly followed in writing, of such proposed point(s), including in such notice
estimated daily delivery volume(s) at such point(s) and the location(s) thereof and Shipper shall
therein warrant that the quality of gas to be received at such proposed point(s) meets the quality
specifications as defined herein and all other applicable terms and conditions contained in this
Agreement. Transporter will promptly evaluate each point and, by five o'clock (5:00) pm (CST) on
the business day immediately following Transporter's receipt of Shipper's notice, for such proposed
point, notify Shipper whether or not Transporter is able to accept gas from Shipper's proposed new
Receipt Point(s). Failure to respond by such following business day shall not be construed as
Transporter's acceptance of any proposed new point(s). If Transporter agrees to establish any
additional Receipt Point(s) pursuant hereto, such agreement shall be evidenced in writing signed by
both Shipper and Transporter. Shipper's requested receipt points shall not be unreasonably denied
by Transporter. It is further understood by both parties that Shipper and Transporter may mutually
agree in writing to establish other Delivery Points hereunder.
ARTICLE III.
PRESSURES AT POINTS OF RECEIPT AND DELIVERY
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3.1 Shipper (or its designee) shall deliver gas to Transporter at the Receipt Point(s) at
pressures sufficient to enter Transporter's pipeline system at such point; provided, however, that
Shipper's delivery pressure intb^Transporter's system 'at the Receipt Point(s) shall not exceed
Transporter's maximum allowable operating pressure at any such point.
3.2 Transporter shall deliver gas to Shipper at Transporter's operating pressure at the
Delivery Point(s). Should Transporter's operating pressure at the Delivery Point(s) be insufficient
to serve the Delivery Point(s), Shipper shall have the option to terminate this Agreement upon sixty
(60) days' prior written notice to Transporter.
ARTICLE IV.
RATES
4.1 (a) Beginning September 1 , 1994_, Shipper shall pay Transporter for the services
rendered hereunder each month an amount equal to:
(1) 5c for each MMBtu delivered hereunder to the Industrial Power Plant Delivery
Point,
(2) 38<J for each MMBtu delivered hereunder to the West Utility I Delivery Point,
(3) $1.25 for each MMBtu delivered hereunder to any Delivery Point(s) having a
commercial load less than 15,000 Mcf per year, but greater than 500 Mcf/yr,
(4) 850 for each MMBtu delivered hereunder to any Delivery Point(s) having a
commercial load greater than 15,000 Mcf per year,
(5) 58d/MMBtu for Rate I, 43.5c/MMBtu for Rate II, or 37.5<2/MMBtu for Rate III,
whichever is applicable at the time of the applicable deliveries of gas, for any
Delivery Point(s) having an industrial load other than the Industrial Power Plant
Delivery Point.
(b) It is understood and agreed by the parties that competition existed, with regard to
Shipper's natural gas requirements, between Transporter and another gas utility or other supplier
of gas or alternative fuel, as set forth in Section 5.02(b)(3) of the Gas Utility Regulatory Act.
However, should the appropriate regulatory agency find such rates to be unreasonable for any reason
or in any way in violation of any provision of law, and determine a rate lower than that provided for
herein, Transporter may terminate this Agreement by giving Shipper sixty (60) days' prior written
notice of such termination. Should the agency determine a rate higher than that provided for herein,
Shipper may terminate this Agreement by giving Transporter sixty (60) days' prior written notice of
such termination.
(c) It is agreed by the parties hereto that rate charged in paragraph (a) above for deliveries
to the Industrial Power Plant Delivery Point shall escalate one half cent (Vic) per MMBtu beginning
on September 1, 1999, and annually thereafter during the term of this Agreement. It is further
agreed that all other rates recited in paragraph (a) above shall escalate one cent (lc) per MMBtu
beginning on September 1,1999 and annually thereafter during the term of this Agreement.
(d) In addition to the rates provided herein, Shipper also agrees to reimburse Transporter
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for any Taxes as defined in Section 5 of GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS attached hereto
as APPENDIX "A".
ARTICLE V.
TERM
5.1 This Agreement shall be effective as of September 1,1990, hereunder and shall remain
in full force and effect, subject to the terms and provisions hereof, for a primary term until
September 1,1999 and year to year thereafter until cancelled by either party giving the other party
sixty (60) days' prior written notice; provided, however, notwithstanding anything contained herein
to the contrary, Transporter shall have the right to terminate this Agreement effective on the same
date as the date of termination or cancellation of the Contract for Special Commercial Standby
Service or the Contract for Industrial Gas Service. Notwithstanding the above, if an imbalance in
deliveries exists on the date of termination hereof between the quantities theretofore delivered at
the Receipt Point(s) and Delivery Point(s), or if Shipper has working gas remaining in Transporter's
storage facilities pursuant to that Certain Gas Storage Agreement between the parties dated
September 1,1990, the term of this Agreement shall be extended for a period sufficient to allow the
party whose deliveries are in arrears to promptly eliminate any imbalance. Provided further, any
termination, cancellation, or expiration of this Agreement shall never operate to extinguish the
obligation to make payment for monies due hereunder.'
ARTICLEVI.
LAWS AND REGULATIONS
6.1 This Agreement shall be subject to all applicable State and Federal laws, orders,
directives, rules and regulations of any governmental body, official or agency having jurisdiction;
therefore, Transporter's and Shipper's obligations and liabilities hereunder shall be limited
accordingly.
6.2 To the full extent allowed by law, each party warrants to the other that its or its agent's
facilities utilized for the delivery and acceptance of gas hereunder are not subject to the NGA. As a
material representation, without which both parties would not have been willing to execute this Agreement,
each party warrants to the other party that it and its agents will take no action nor commit any act of
omission which will subject this transaction or the other party's facilities to jurisdiction of the FERC or
its successor governmental agency under the terms of the NGA or the NGPA. The gas delivered and
accepted hereunder shall not have been nor shall be sold, transported, or otherwise utilized in a manner
which will subject either party to the terms of the NGA or the NGPA. In addition to and without excluding
any remedy the aggrieved party may have at law or in equity, the party who knowingly breaches the above
warranties and representations shall be liable to the aggrieved party for all damages, injury and reasonable
expense the aggrieved party may sustain by reason of any breach hereof Further, should either party or
its agents perform any act, or cause any action to be performed, at any time, that results in any gas
covered hereunder becoming regulated by or subject to jurisdictional authority of the FERC, or successor
governmental authority, under the terms of the NGA or NGPA contrary to this Agreement, this Agreement
shall be deemed of its own terms to terminate on the day before the date of such occurrence; provided,
however such termination shall never be construed to impair any right under this Article. Shipper hereby
waives any defense for breach of this paragraph that Transporter could avoid NGA jurisdiction under the
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provisions of Section l(c) of such Act.
ARTICLE VII.
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
7.1 The GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS attached hereto as APPENDIX "A" are
incorporated herein and made a part hereof by this reference.
ARTICLE VIII.
MISCELLANEOUS
8.1 This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and
their respective successors and assigns; provided, however, that this Agreement shall not be
transferred or assigned by Shipper without the prior written consent of Transporter, and any
purported transfer or assignment without such consent shall be null and void and shall not operate
to release Shipper obligations hereunder.
8.2 Any notice, request, demand, statement or payment provided for in this Agreement may
be given in writing directed to the party to whom given and mailed or delivered at such party's
address as follows:
(Notices)
Texas A & M University
Physical Plant Department
Agronomy Road
College Station, Texas 77843-1371
Attn: Executive Director
FAX: (409)845-0051
(Notices)
Lone Star Gas Company
301 S. Harwood Street
Dallas, Texas 75201
Attn: Transportation Contract
Administration FAX: (214)573-5134
(Invoices)
Texas A & M University
Physical Plant Department
Agronomy Road
College Station, Texas 77843-1371
Attn: Accounting Section
FAX: (409)845-8187
(Invoices)
Lone Star Gas Company
P.O. Box 910255
Dallas, Texas 75391-0255
or at such address as each party may by like notice give to the other. Such mailed notices shall be
deemed to have been given when deposited in the United States mail (first class, registered or
certified), postage prepaid, or in the case of hand delivery, when accepted by a representative of
either party from a representative of the other party; provided, however, except for payments of
amounts due hereunder, either party may provide such notices by electronic mail or facsimile to the
other party at the telephone numbers listed in paragraph 8.2 above to be deemed given when
received, and further provided the original copy of such notice shall be sent to the other party within
two (2) business days.
7
8.3 This Agreement, and all related agreements as set forth in Exhibit "B" hereof and that
certain Release Agreement between the parties dated Sept. 30 , 19f24, constitute the entire
agreement between the parties covering the subject matter hereof, and there are no agreements,
modifications, conditions or understandings, written or oral, express or implied, pertaining to the
subject matter hereof which are not contained herein.
8.4 Modifications of this Agreement shall be or become effective only upon the mutual
execution of appropriate letter agreements and amendments hereto by duly authorized
representatives of the respective parties.
8.5 Transporter and Shipper acknowledge, agree and intend that this Agreement is entered
into solely for the_ respective benefit of Transporter and Shipper and nothing contained in this
Agreement, either express or implied, shall be interpreted or construed as conferring any rights,
remedies or claims under or in respect to this Agreement or any provision hereof upon any person
or entity not a Party hereto, other than the successors or assigns of the Parties hereto.
8.6 This Agreement was drafted by both Transporter and Shipper, and, accordingly, no court
construing this Agreement shall construe it more stringently against one party than against the other.
8.7 If any provision hereof shall be held to be illegal, void or unenforceable, such provision
' shall be of no force and effect, but the illegality or unenforceability shall have no effect upon and
shall not impair the enforceability of any other provision of this Agreement.
[The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.]
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SHEET NO. 1
APPENDIX "A"
GAS TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. Definitions
(a) "Gas" shall mean natural gas produced from gas wells, vaporized natural gas liquids, gas
produced in association with oil (casinghead gas) and/or the residue gas resulting from processing
casinghead gas and/or gas well gas.
(b) "Day" shall mean the 24-hour period beginning at 7:00 a.m., Central time, on one
calendar day and ending at 7:00 a.m., Central time, on the following calendar day.
(c) "Month" shall mean the period beginning at 7:00 a.m., Central time on the first day of
a calendar month and ending at 7:00 a.m., Central time, on the first day of the succeeding calendar
month.
(d) "Year" shall mean a period of twelve (12) consecutive months beginning at 7:00 a.m.,
Central time, on the first day of a calendar month and ending at 7:00 a.m, Central time, on the same
date of each succeeding year during the term hereof.
(e) "McP shall mean one thousand (1,000) cubic feet.
(f) The term "Btu" as used herein shall mean British Thermal Unit and, where appropriate,
the plural thereof. The term "MMBtu" shall mean one million (1,000,000) Btu.
(g) "Heating Value" or "Heat Content" shall mean the total heating value expressed in Btu
per cubic foot (gross heating value) of the gas delivered hereunder, and shall be determined at a
temperature of sixty (60) degrees Fahrenheit, saturated with water vapor and under a pressure
equivalent to that of thirty (30) inches of mercury at thirty-two (32) degrees Fahrenheit converted
to base conditions of sixty (60) degrees Fahrenheit and an absolute pressure of fourteen and sixty-
five one hundredths (14.65) pounds per square inch and adjusted to reflect actual water vapor
content.
(h) "Psia" shall mean pounds per square inch absolute.
(i) "Psig" shall mean pounds per square inch gauge.
(j) "Point of Receipt" or "Receipt Point" shall mean the point(s) where
Transporter receives gas delivered to it by Shipper or by the designee of Shipper for Shipper's
account.
(k) "Point of Delivery" or "Delivery Point" shall mean the point where Transporter delivers
gas to Shipper.
2. Measuring Equipment and Testing
(a) The gas delivered to Transporter at the Receipt Point(s) shall be measured by means
of measuring devices of standard type which shall be installed, operated and maintained by
Transporter (or its designee) and gas delivered to Shipper at the Delivery Point(s) shall be measured
by meters of standard type which shall be installed, operated and maintained by Transporter (or its
designee). Measurement devices and equipment shall be tested and adjusted for accuracy on a
regular schedule by the party metering the gas (the "metering party").
(b) Both parties recognize and agree that if adequate metering facilities are not in place at
a proposed Receipt Point or Delivery Point, neither party will be obligated to install such facilities
nor shall Transporter be obligated in anyway to accept a Receipt Point or Delivery Point hereunder
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until adequate metering facilities are in place.
(c) It is understood and agreed that it will be necessary for Transporter to install an
automatic meter reading system for each Delivery Point meter hereunder in order to comply with
the various measurement and monitoring provisions herein. As reimbursement for the installation
cost of such system(s), Shipper will pay to Transporter (in addition to all other rates, fees, or other
charges under this Agreement) a metering fee of lc/MMBtu on all gas transported hereunder until
all such costs are repaid. As of the execution hereof, Transporter and Shipper estimate that the
total cost of the automatic meter reading systems will be $ 80,000 Any costs above the
estimated cost will be subject to Shipper's prior approval. Additionally, Shipper agrees to provide
and maintain, at Shipper's expense, a telephone connection to, and a compatible and operational
telephone line for, Transporter's automatic meter reading system(s). Such automatic meter reading
system(s) shall be the sole property of Transporter and shall be operated and maintained by
Transporter at Transporter's expense.
(d) In addition, Shipper agrees to reimburse Transporter, subject to Shipper's prior approval
of costs, within thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of Transporter's invoice, for any tap valves,
metering facilities (other than automatic meter reading systems) and associated equipment and all
labor and overhead expenses, attributable to the installation of such equipment, incurred by
Transporter in effectuating the receipt and delivery of gas hereunder. If the invoiced amount is not
paid when due, interest on all unpaid amounts shall accrue at the rate of one and one-half percent
(V/z%) per month, or the highest rate allowed by law, whichever is less, from the date such amount
is due Transporter. Failure of Transporter to receive total reimbursement within thirty (30) days
of Shipper's receipt of Transporter's invoice will allow Transporter to suspend and/or terminate this
Agreement. It is understood that although Shipper shall reimburse Transporter for any tap valves,
metering facilities and all associated costs incurred by Transporter in establishing any Receipt and/or
Delivery Point(s), Shipper shall receive ownership of only the metering facilities (excluding any
automatic meter reading system(s)) and Transporter will be solely responsible for all activities in
connection with said metering facilities, including, but not limited to, operation, testing, calibration,
adjusting, repair and replacement (both at Shipper's expense), and maintenance, necessary for'
performance hereunder until Transporter disconnects and removes the metering facilities after
termination of this Agreement. After said disconnection and removal, Shipper will have the right
within a reasonable period of time thereafter to pick up the metering facilities (excluding any
automatic meter reading system(s)) from Transporter. Snipper's failure to so claim the metering
facilities within ninety (90) days of Transporter's disconnection and removal thereof, shall constitute
a waiver by Shipper of any right, title or interest in and to such metering facilities and all right, title
and interest therein shall thereafter vest in Transporter. Transporter shall retain ownership of all
equipment associated with the tap and tap valve installation and the automatic meter reading
system(s). Notwithstanding the above, if adequate metering facilities are already in existence at the
Receipt and/or Delivery Points hereunder, such existing metering facilities shall be used and the
party having title to such facilities shall retain title to such facilities.
(e) The other party shall have access to the metering party's metering equipment at all
times, but the maintenance, calibration and adjustment thereof shall be done only by the employees
or agents of the metering party. Records from such metering equipment shall remain the property
of the metering party and shall be kept on file by said party for a period of not less than two (2)
years. However, upon request of the other party, the metering party shall make available to the
other party volume records from its metering equipment, together with calculations therefrom, for
inspection and verification, subject to return by the other party to the metering party within thirty
(30) days after receipt thereof. Transporter shall provide Shipper direct access to automatic meter
reading systems installed at the Delivery Points for the sole purpose of retrieving information on a
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"real-time" basis. Any such systems so installed shall be compatible with Shipper's SCADA system
to the extent possible.
(f) The other party may, at its option and expense, install and operate meters, instruments
and equipment, in a manner which will not interfere with the metering party's equipment, to check
the metering party's meters, instruments and equipment, but the measurement of gas for the purpose
of this Agreement shall be by the metering party's meter only, except as hereinafter specifically
provided. The meters, check meters, instruments and equipment installed by each party shall be
subject at all reasonable times to inspection or examination by the other party, but the calibration
and adjustment thereof shall be done only by the installing party.
(g) Each party shall give to the other party notice of the time of all tests of meters
sufficiently in advance of such tests so that the other party may conveniently have its representatives
present; provided, however, that if either party has given such notice to the other party and such
other party is not present at the time specified, then the party giving the notice may proceed with
the test as though the other party were present.
(h) Meter measurements computed by the metering party shall be deemed to be correct
except where the meter is found to be inaccurate by as much as one percent (1%), fast or slow, or
to have failed to register, in either of which cases the metering party shall repair or replace the
meter. The quantity of gas delivered while the meter was inaccurate or failed to register shall be
determined by the readings of the other party's check meter, if installed and in good operating
condition, or by correcting the error if the percentage of error is ascertainable by calibration or
mathematical calculation. If not so ascertainable, then it shall be determined by estimating the
quantity on a basis of deliveries under similar conditions when the meter was registering accurately.
Such adjustments or correction shall be made only for one-half (V2) of the period which has elapsed
since the previous test.
3. Measurements
(a) In gas measurement computations, the metering party may use the findings and rules of'
the Railroad Commission; with respect to flowing temperature, the metering party may at its expense
properly install and operate a device of standard make to continuously determine or record flowing
temperature. With respect to specific gravity, such shall be determined by "on-site" sampling and
laboratory analysis or any other mutually agreeable method which is of standard industry practice
(provided, however, that either party may at its expense properly install and operate a recording
specific gravity instrument of standard make and in this event the specific gravity as recorded shall
be used).
(b) The meters for measurement of volumes at the Receipt Point(s) and Delivery Point
hereunder shall be installed and operated, and computations shall be made, in accordance with
current industry standards. The unit of measurement of gas shall be one thousand (1,000) cubic feet
at a pressure base of fourteen and sixty-five one hundredths (14.65) pounds per square inch absolute
and at a temperature base of sixty (60) degrees Fahrenheit. Meter measurements shall be computed
by the measuring party into such units in accordance with the Ideal Gas Laws for volume variations
due to metered pressure and corrected for deviation using daily averages of recorded specific gravity
and flowing temperature, or by using the calculated specific gravity determined by the method
mentioned in paragraph (c) below.
(c) The daily average heating value and specific gravity of the gas delivered hereunder by
either party may be determined by the use of BTU recording instruments of standard type, which
may be installed and operated by the metering party at the metering point, or at such other point
or points as are mutually agreeable to both parties; provided, however, if there is no BTU recording
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instrument at a particular Receipt or Delivery Point specified herein or agreed upon hereunder, then
the heating value and specific gravity of the gas at such point may be determined by "on-site"
sampling and laboratory analysis or any other mutually agreeable method which is of standard
industry practice.
(d) The daily average meter pressure, specific gravity, flowing temperature and heating value
shall be determined only during periods of time when the gas is actually flowing.
4. Quality
(a) Each party shall deliver to the other party hereto natural gas which is of merchantable
quality and is commercially free from water, hazardous substances, hydrocarbon liquids, bacteria, and
other objectionable liquids, solids or gas components. In addition, the gas delivered by each party
shall specifically contain (i) not more than five one hundredths of one percent (.05%) oxygen, (ii)
not more than five (5) grains of total sulphur consisting of not more than one quarter (YA) grain of
hydrogen sulphide and one (1) grain of mercaptan sulphur per one hundred (100) cubic feet of gas,
(iii) not more than three percent (3%) by volume of carbon dioxide, (iv) not more than six percent
(6%) by volume total non-hydrocarbon and inert gases (including carbon dioxide, nitrogen, oxygen,
helium, etc.), and (v) not more than seven pounds (7#) of water vapor per one million (1,000,000)
cubic feet of gas; provided, however, if Shipper tenders gas for transportation upstream of a
dehydration plant, Transporter may waive Shipper's obligation to deliver dehydrated gas, subject to
Transporter's continuing right to withdraw such waiver at any time in the future. The gas shall be
at temperatures not in excess of one hundred twenty (120) degrees Fahrenheit or less than forty (40)
degrees Fahrenheit, provided that the gas shall have a hydrocarbon dew point not to exceed forty
(40) degrees Fahrenheit at the delivery pressure, and shall have a heat content of not less than nine
hundred fifty (950) or more than eleven hundred (1,100) British Thermal Units per cubic foot under
the conditions of measurement contained herein; provided, however, if Shipper tenders gas for
transport on Transporter's gathering system, such gas shall in addition to meeting the other quality
specifications described herein, have a minimum BTU content of one thousand (1,000) British/
Thermal Units under the conditions of measurement contained herein, but there shall not be a
maximum BTU content or a minimum hydrocarbon dewpoint requirement for such gas. Transporter
shall not be obligated to accept any gas delivered by Shipper (or its designee) hereunder which is
not interchangeable with other gas in Transporter's pipeline at the Point of Receipt hereunder.
Transporter's determination of such interchangeability shall be based upon a factor which is
equivalent to the quotient obtained by dividing the total heating value of such gas, expressed in
BTU'S, by the square root of the specific gravity of such gas. Such factor must be within ±7% of
the interchange factor established by Transporter for its system at the Receipt Point hereunder;
provided, however, if Shipper tenders gas for transport on Transporter's gathering system,
Transporter may waive Shipper's obligation to meet these interchangeability conditions, subject to
Transporter's right to withdraw such waiver at any time in the future.
(b) If at any time the gas fails to meet the quality specifications enumerated herein, the
party receiving such gas shall notify the party delivering such gas, and the delivering party shall
immediately correct such failure. If the delivering party is unable or unwilling to deliver gas
according to such specifications, the party receiving such gas may refuse to accept delivery of gas
hereunder for so long as such condition exists.
5. Taxes
(a) Shipper agrees to pay Transporter, by way of reimbursement, all Taxes paid by
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Transporter with respect to the transport of gas and associated facilities related to the performance
of this Agreement; If any such Taxes paid by Transporter to any governmental authority are
calculated based upon the value of or price paid for the gas transported hereunder, Shipper shall
disclose or caused to be disclosed to the designated representative of Transporter responsible for
the payment of Taxes, no later than the tenth (10th) day of the month following any month in which
gas is transported, the purchase price of such gas to enable Transporter to calculate and pay all such
fees and taxes to appropriate governmental authorities in a timely manner. If Shipper fails or
refuses to disclose the purchase price of such gas, Transporter will provide Shipper written notice
of such nondisclosure with at least a ten (10) day opportunity to provide such information, and if
Shipper fails to provide such information during the allotted period, then Transporter shall have the
right to suspend this Agreement by giving Shipper ten (10) days prior written notice and Shipper
hereby agrees to indemnify and hold Transporter harmless from and against any and all claims,
demands, losses or expenses, including attorneys' fees, which Transporter may incur as a result of
Shipper's failure or refusal to disclose the purchase price of gas transported hereunder. Transporter
acknowledges that Shipper considers that the volume of the gas it delivers to Transporter and the
price that Shipper pays for such gas as competitively sensitive information to Shipper and its gas
supplier(s). Transporter agrees that it and its employees shall treat any such value or pricing
information as confidential and shall prevent the dissemination of such value or pricing information
to any persons, including directors, employees or representatives of Transporter, or of Transporter's
parent or affiliated producing or marketing organizations, who do not have direct responsibilities for
either the calculation, invoicing or payment of such Taxes to the appropriate governmental
authorities. Prior to commencement of Shipper's gas pricing reports to Transporter, Transporter
shall notify Shipper of the name and mailing address of the employee designated to receive and
control such pricing information; subsequent changes in Transporter's employee designation will be
made in writing to Shipper by at least the first (1st) day of the month in which this designation is
to be effective.
(b) The term Taxes" as used herein, shall mean all taxes and fees levied upon and/or paid
by Transporter (other than ad valorem, capital stock, income or excess profit taxes, except as"
provided herein, general franchise taxes imposed on corporations on account of their corporate
existence or on their right to do business within the state as a foreign corporation and similar taxes),
including, but not limited to, gas utility tax, street and alley rental fees agreed upon in franchise
ordinances, licenses, fees and other charges levied, assessed or made by any governmental authority
on the act, right or privilege of transporting, handling or delivering gas, which taxes or fees are based
upon the volume, heat content, value or sales/purchase price of the gas, or transportation fee payable
hereunder.
(c) As of the execution hereof, Transporter and Shipper believe that the only Taxes
applicable to this Agreement are the Texas Utilities Gross Receipts Tax, the Street and Alley Tax
and the State Occupation Tax. In the event the aforementioned Taxes are increased, or there are
in fact other Taxes, or new Taxes are imposed, each party will in good faith endeavor to advise the
other party in writing of such increase or any new Taxes as soon as possible after the party becomes
aware of such Taxes or any increase in such Taxes. In the event that any new or increased Taxes
are imposed, then Shipper shall have the right within thirty (30) days thereafter to request
renegotiation concerning the future reimbursement of the new or increased Taxes. Transporter and
Shipper shall then begin good faith negotiations; however, should Transporter and Shipper be unable
to reach a mutual agreement within thirty (30) days from Shipper's request, then either party shall
have the right to terminate this Agreement by giving the other party sixty (60) days' prior written
notice within thirty (30) days thereafter. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Shipper shall reimburse
Transporter the full amount of any and all Taxes until the parties otherwise specifically agree in
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writing to the contrary.
6. Billing, Accounting and Reports
(a) On approximately the 15th day of each month, Transporter shall render to Shipper a
statement for the preceding month showing the Mcf and MMBtu delivered at the Receipt Point(s)
and Delivery Point(s); the amount of compensation due to Transporter hereunder, including the tax
reimbursement; and other reasonable and pertinent information which is necessary to explain and
support same and any adjustments made by Transporter in determining the amount billed.
(b) Shipper shall pay Transporter within thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of
Transporter's statement for gas transported hereunder during the preceding month, or as to payment
which is otherwise due hereunder, according to the measurements, computations and rates herein
provided. Transporter hereby agrees, however, that Shipper may pay any such statement by bank
wire transfer by directing the bank wire transfer to Lone Star Gas Company at Texas Commerce
Bank, Dallas, Texas, ABA No. 111001150, for deposit to Lone Star Gas Company Account No.
08805016795. To assure proper credit, Shipper should designate the company name, invoice number
and amount being paid in the Fedwire Text Section. If the invoiced amount of any payment due
is not paid when due, interest on all unpaid amounts shall accrue at the rate of one and one half
percent (1YI%) per month, or the highest rate allowed by law, whichever is less, from the date such
amount is due Transporter; provided, however no interest shall accrue on unpaid amounts when
failure to make payment is the result of a bona fide dispute between the parties hereto regarding
such amounts and Shipper timely pays all amounts not in dispute.
(c) Each party hereto shall have the right at all reasonable times to examine the
measurement records and charts of the other party to the extent necessary to verify the accuracy of
any statement, charge, computation or demand made under or pursuant to any of the provisions in
this Agreement. If any such examinations reveal any inaccuracy in such billing theretofore made,
the necessary adjustments in such billing and payment shall be made; provided, that no adjustments
for any billing or payment shall be made for any inaccuracy claimed after the lapse of twenty five'
(25) months from the rendition of the invoice relating thereto.
7. Responsibility
Shipper shall be deemed to be in control and possession of the gas until such gas shall have
been delivered to Transporter at the Receipt Point(s) and after such gas shall have been delivered
at the Delivery Point. Transporter shall be deemed to be in control and possession of the gas after
receipt of the gas at the Receipt Point(s) and until such gas shall have been delivered to Shipper (or
for its account) at the Delivery Point. Each party shall have responsibility for gas handled
hereunder, or for anything which may be done, happen or arise with respect to such gas, only when
such gas is in its control and possession as aforesaid. Each party shall be responsible for any damage
or injuries caused thereby until the same shall have been delivered to the other party at the Receipt
Point(s) or Delivery Point, except injuries and damages which shall be occasioned by the negligence
of the receiving party.
8. Warranty
To the full extent allowed by law, Shipper warrants to the Transporter that at the time of
delivery of gas hereunder it will have good title or the right to deliver such gas, and that such gas
shall be free and clear of all liens and adverse claims; and Shipper agrees to indemnify Transporter,
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to the full extent allowed by law, against all suits, actions, debts, accounts, damages, costs (including
attorneys' fees), losses and expenses arising from or out of any adverse claims of any and all persons
to or against said gas.
9. Force Majeure
(a) In the event either party is rendered unable, wholly or in part, by force majeure to carry
out its obligations under this Agreement, except the obligation to pay monies due hereunder, it is
agreed that, on such party's giving notice and reasonably full particulars of such force majeure, in
writing or by telecopy, to the other party within a reasonable time after the occurrence of the cause
relied on, the obligations of the party giving such notice, so far as they are affected by such force
majeure, shall be suspended during the continuance of any inability so caused, but for no longer
period, and such cause shall, so far as possible, be remedied with all reasonable dispatch.
(b) The term "force majeure", as employed herein, shall mean acts of God; strikes, lockouts
or other industrial disturbances; acts of the public enemy, wars, blockades, insurrections, civil-
disturbances and riots, and epidemics; landslides, lightning, earthquakes, fires, storms, floods and
washouts; arrests, orders, directives, restraints and requirements of the government and governmental
agencies, either federal or state, civil and military; and application of governmental conservation
rules and regulations; explosions, breakage or accident to machinery or lines of pipe; outages
(shutdowns) of power plant equipment or lines of pipe for inspection, maintenance or repair;
freezing of wells or lines of pipe; and any other causes, whether of the kind enumerated or
otherwise, not reasonably within the control of the party claiming suspension. It is understood and
agreed that the settlement of strikes or lockouts shall be entirely within the discretion of the party
having the difficulty, and that the above reasonable dispatch shall not require the settlement of
strikes or lockouts by acceding to the demand of the opposing party when such course is or is
deemed to be inadvisable or inappropriate in the discretion of the party having the difficulty. "Force
Majeure" shall not include the failure of Shipper to cause gas to be delivered to the Industrial Power
Plant Delivery Point because of any failure of Shipper's gas suppliers or any other party acting on •
behalf of Shipper, unless such failure is due to a bona fide event of Force Majeure, as described
herein, affecting Shipper's gas suppliers.
(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is specifically understood and agreed by the Parties that
an event of Force Majeure shall in no way terminate any either party's obligation to balance volumes
of gas hereunder or Shipper's obligation to make payment for volumes delivered prior to such force
majeure.
(d) Both parties recognize and agree that if Transporter totally and completely fails to
deliver gas to Shipper by reason of force majeure on the part of Transporter (and due to no fault
of Shipper or its agents, suppliers or designees) for fourteen (14) consecutive days, Shipper shall
have the right to terminate this Agreement by providing written notice to Transporter within thirty
(30) days of such occurrence and such cancellation shall be effective sixty (60) days from and after
the date of such occurrence.
10. Waiver of Breaches, Defaults or Rights
No waiver by either party hereto of any one or more breaches, defaults or rights under any
provisions of this Agreement shall operate or be construed as a waiver of any other breaches,
defaults or rights, whether of a like or of a different character. By providing written notice to the
other party, either party may assert any right not previously asserted hereunder or may assert its
right to object to a default not previously protested. Except as specifically provided herein, in the
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event of any dispute under this Agreement, the parties shall, notwithstanding the pendency of such
dispute, diligently proceed with the performance of this Agreement without prejudice to the rights
of either party. .
11. Remedy for Breach
Except as otherwise specifically provided herein, if either party shall fail to perform any of
the covenants or obligations imposed upon it in this Agreement (except where such failure shall be
excused under the provisions of Section 9 hereof), then, and in that event, the other party may, at
its option (without waiving any other remedy for breach hereof), by notice in writing specifying
wherein the default has occurred, indicate such party's election to terminate this Agreement by
reason thereof; provided, however, that Shipper's failure to pay Transporter within a period of thirty
(30) days following Shipper's receipt of written notice from Transporter advising of such failure to
make payment in full within the time specified in Section 6 hereof, shall be a default which shall give
Transporter the right to immediately terminate this Agreement, unless such failure to pay such
amounts is the result of a bona fide dispute between the parties hereto regarding such amounts
hereunder and Shipper timely pays all amounts not in dispute. With respect to any other matters,
the party in default shall have thirty (30) days from receipt of such notice to remedy such default,
and upon failure to do so, this Agreement shall terminate from and after the expiration of such
thirty (30) day period. Such termination shall be an additional remedy and shall not prejudice the
right of the party not in default to collect any amounts due it hereunder for any damage or loss
suffered by it and shall not waive any other remedy to which the party not in default may be entitled
for breach of this Agreement.
12. HppUcaBte Law
THEPARTIESHERETO HEREBYAGREEAND CONFIRM THATTHISAGREEMENTAND
THE RIGHTS OF THE PARTIES HEREUNDER SHALL BE CONSTRUED AND ENFORCED
ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF TEXAS, WITHOUT REGARD TO ITS LAWS
CONCERNING THECONFLICT OF LAWS.
[The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.]
EXHIBIT "A"
GAS TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
LONE STAR GAS COMPANY
AND
TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
Delivery Points
Name
Industrial Power Plant
West Utility I
Commercial Points:
TAMU West Campus Sat. PI. Bldg. 1499
Southside Utility Plant Turk Rd. Bldg. 377
USDA Toxicology Lab FB Rd.
Texas A & M Annex RW 14-500
Vet. Hospital Bldg. 508
Vet. Hospital Bldg. 508
Animal Research and Res. Agronomy Rd.
TAMU Bldg. 4126
A & M Greenhse. Agron.
Poultry Science Center Bldg. 1201
Bio Chem - Bio Physics Agronomy & Hort.
TAMU Bldg. 1197 Vet. Med. Center
MDO (Mcf/dV
20,000
600
Meter Number
17-1489-00
93-0001-00
TAMU Exhibit "A" p. 2
Name
TAMU New Bakery Bldg. 450
TAMU Bldg. 1156
Deware Field House Bldg. 452
Horticulture Science Bldg. 1506
TAMU Bldg. 440
Purchasing and Storage
TAMU Bldg. 495
TAMU Med. Sc. Bldg. 1504 Hwy. 60
TAMU Meat Sc. Lab
Phys. Res. and Cond. Lab Bldg. 360
TAMU Bldg. 1299
Food Services Center Bldg. 454
Vet. Science Bldg.
TAMU Tarrow
Food Services Comm. Bldg. 971
Clinical Science
Educational T. V. Bldg. 519
Plant Bio-Tech Bldg. Joe Routt Blvd.
Horticulture Farm Bldg. 699
Phys. Plant Grounds Maint. Dept. Bldg. 829
Food Protein R & D Center Bldg. 1503
Offshore Tech. Res. Bldg. 1604 Mariner Blvd.
Soil and Crop Sciences Agronomy Rd.
TAMU Exhibit "A" p. 3
Name
TAMU Discovery
Transportation Bldg. Bldg. 958
FA&MU Crops and Soil Fertility
Soil Crop Bldg. 955
Horticulture Greenhouse Bldg. 793
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Bldg. 253
U.S.D.A. A&M Univ.
Entomology Greenhouse Bldg. 815
Plant Sciences Form.
TAMU Bus Operations Agronomy Rd.
Dept. of Horticulture Bldg. 510
Entomological Res. Lab Bldg. 815
TAMU Greenhouse Bldg. 1045
Texas A&M Medical Center
TAMU Ocean Drilling Bldg. 1601
Civil Engin. Bldg. 740
TAMU Press Bldg.
Agri. Eng. Dept. Power Mac. Bldg. 1034
Tex. Med. Vet. Diagnostic Lab. Bldg. 1041
Civil Engineering Bldg. 492
Vet. Microbiology
TAMU Bldg. 1051
Woffard Cain Ath. Dorm Bldg. 439
TAMU Exhibit "A" p. 4
Name
USDA ARS Bldg. 1046
TAMU Research Foundation
Farm Service Dept. Bldg. 1003
TAMU Bldg. 448
Notwithstanding anything contained herein, in no event shall the total daily
volumes transported under the Agreement to each Delivery Point ever exceed
the total maximum daily quantity for such point as set forth above or the
maximum daily volume set forth in Article 1,1.1 (a), unless mutually agreed
to by both parties.
EXHIBIT "B" '
GAS TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
LONE STAR GAS COMPANY
AND'
TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
Related Agreements
Date
1) LS-MC-#787 Gas Storage Agreement September 1,1990
2) (Contract #11248) Contract for September 30, 1994
Special Commercial Standby Service
3) (Contract #11251) Contract for September 30, 1994
Industrial Gas Service
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Completed
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PREFACE
This manual is based on the findings of PAR
Research Project NX-19 initiated by the Pipeline
Research Committee in 1956 upon the recommen-
dation of the Gas Measurement Committee. The
initial purpose was to extend the range of the
A.G.A. Supercompressibility Factor Tables pub-
lished in 1955, 1956. However, a significant out-
come of the project was that in addition to
providing the basic data for extending the range,
a base equation for calculation of supercompress-
ibility factors was developed.
The research and development work required in
the project was accomplished by Professor Rich-
ard H. Zimmerman and assistants at the Ohio
State University serving as agency under the
guidance of the Supervising Committee for
Project NX-19.
Upon completion of their assignment in April
1961, the research agency submitted reports con-
taining the complete details of the source data
analysis, development of mathematical expres-
sions, general observations, and recommendations
to A.G.A.
Subsequently the NX-19 Report Review Sub-
committee was assigned to review the agency's
reportings and from these prepare a practical and
accurate extended range supercompressibility
table applicable to existing procedures. Also they
were to present the basic mathematical expression
in a form suitable for industry wide electronic
computer computation.
This manual, which constitutes the final report
of said Report Review Subcommittee, is the cul-
mination of the efforts of all those associated with
PAR Research Project NX-19.
VI
A.G.A. SUPERCOMPRESSIBIUTY FACTORS red with displacement type meters and storage
_ o . ,. i ... volume calculations.
Range & Applicability
Pressure, psig 0 to 5000 Formula for orifice meter flow calculation:
Temperature, °F - 40 to 240 Qk = Fb X FCX Y X F,bX Ftb X F t ( X FK
Specific Gravity 0.554 to 1.000 X F
 v X Fm V hwp,
Carbon Dioxide mol % 0 to 15
Nitrogen mol % 0 to 15 Formula for displacement meter volume calcula-
While the Fpv factors obtainable herein from
Table 3 or from the Equation (page 397), are to pt fb
be used directly in gas measurement with orifice v — Q X j ^ *• y f * *"•'
meters and in gas pipeline flow computation, the
factor (Fp,)= is applicable to gas volumes meas- « = c u b i c f e e t registered by meter .
Vll
INTRODUCTION
The methods, tables and equation presented in
this manual provide extended ranges of coverage,
simplification of use and a broadening of the ap-
plicability of the supercompressibility factor de-
termination procedures as published with A.G.A.
Gas Measurement Committee Report No. 3*,
"Orifice Metering of Natural Gas" 1955, 1956.
The procedures offered are the same as or com-
patible with those of Report No. 3 and the same
accuracy tolerances are maintained.
In using this manual it must be borne in mind
that it is intended to be a condensed factual work-
ing tool. General information concerning the
theory of supercompressibility has been purposely
omitted. The theory of supercompressibility may
be found in the A.G.A. Gas Measurement Manual.
The basic technique of determining a super-
compressibility factor of natural gas by the
A.G.A. method involves evaluation of its pseudo-
critical pressure and temperature. These pseudo
values are employed in the determination of pres-
sure and temperature adjusting factors which are
used to adjust the flowing gas pressure and tem-
perature values to correspond to a pressure and
temperature of the chosen standard 0.600 specific
gravity hydrocarbon gas. With the adjusted pres-
sures and temperatures the supercompressibility
factors can be determined directly from the Fpv
table or by applying the definitive equation. The
most practical method of determining pressure
and temperature adjusting factors for normal
mixtures of natural gas is by application of the
specific gravity relationship. Consequently, the
specific gravity method is presented as the
standard method. For less common natural gas
mixtures up to 1.000 specific gravity alternate
methods employing other relationships of natural
gas are offered in the appendix. The table of Fpv
factors and the supercompressibility equations
presented are applicable regardless of the method
employed to adjust the pressure and temperature
of the flowing gas.
* Revised 1969
1
A.G.A. Standard Method of Calculating
Supercompressibility Factors
The standard method is applicable to natural
gas that does not exceed 0.750 specific gravity
and/or diluent contents of 15 mol percent carbon
dioxide and/or 15 mol percent nitrogen. Conse-
quently, this method is limited to natural gas mix-
tures that do not contain large concentrations of
heavier hydrocarbons.
The specific gravity, and the carbon dioxide
and nitrogen contents in conjunction with the
gage pressure and absolute flowing temperature,
are required to determine the adjusted pressures
and temperatures.
The adjusted pressure is obtained by multiply-
ing the gage pressure of the flowing gas by the
pressure adjusting factor FP furnished in Table
1. The equation for the pressure adjusting factor
G = specific gravity of flowing gas
Mc = mol percent carbon dioxide
Mn = mol percent nitrogen
The adjusted absolute temperature is obtained
by multiplying the absolute temperature of the
flowing gas by the temperature adjusting factor
Fr furnished in Table 2. The equation for the tem-
perature adjusting factor is:
A simple calculation is required to establish
constants Ke and KT using equations (2) and (4).
After the adjusted pressures and temperatures
are determined the supercompressibility factor
Fpv can be found in Table 3 or determined by use
of the supercompressibility equation on page 397.
NOTE: All tables in this manual can be inter-
polated.
2
Determining Fpv Factors by Table
Table 1, Pressure Adjusting Factors Fe: The
applicable pressure adjusting factor FP is chosen
from this table by using the appropriate values
of specific gravity and the constant KP. The ad-justed pressure is obtained by multiplying the
gage pressure Pt of the flowing gas by FP. The
FP table has been so designed that any error in
Fp, resulting from its use will be within accept-
able tolerance without interpolating the FP values.
Table 2, Temperature Adjusting Factors FT:
The applicable temperature adjusting factor FT
is chosen from this table using the appropriate
values of specific gravity and the constant KT. The
adjusted temperature is obtained by multiplying
the absolute temperature Tt of the flowing gas by
FT and subtracting 460. The FT table has been so
designed that any error in F|1V resulting from its
use will be within acceptable tolerance without
interpolating the FT value.
EXAMPLE 1
Conditions:
The Kr and KT values can be calculated and
recorded when the diluent content of a natural
gas is determined. Such Kv and KT values can be
applied until the diluent content is redetermined.
At lower specific gravities in certain parts of
the pressure and temperature adjusting factor
tables, the F r and FT values are omitted. This is
where the stated magnitude of the diluents con-
tent make it impossible for such specific gravities
to occur.
Table 3, Supercompressibility Factors Fpv:
After adjusting the pressure and temperature of
the flowing gas the adjusted values can be used
to obtain the F,,v factor directly from Table 3.
To illustrate the procedure of determining the
supercompressibility factor Fp, by use of tables
in this volume the following examples are given:
3
EXAMPLE 2
Conditions:
4
TABLE 1
PRESSURE ADJUSTING FACTORS
FP
All tables in this manual can be interpolated
At lower specific gravities in certain parts of the pressure adjusting factor tables, FP values are omit-
ted. This is where the stated magnitude of the diluents content make it impossible for such specific
gravities to occur.
5
Determining Fpv Factors by Equation
The base equation for determining the Fpy Factor is expressed as:
397
TABLE 4
PARAMETER E
TO BE USED IN
A.G.A. SUPERCOMPRESSHHLITY FACTOR EQUATION
398
TABLE 4
PARAMETER E
TO BE USED IN
A.C.A. SUPERCOMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR EQUATION
APPENDIX
Alternate Methods
The system of determining F|1V Factors pre-
sented in the body of this manual is the standard
method based on adjusting pressures and tem-
peratures using the specific gravity relationship
of gas. Alternate methods are presented below
which in special cases are more applicable. These
methods are based on molal analysis, methane con-
tent and heating value relationships of gas for the
determination of adjusting factors Fr and FT. The
Table of Supercompressibility Factors is appli-
cable regardless of which method of adjustment is
used.
Analysis Method: This method of adjusting
pressures and temperatures provides the most
precise results over a comparatively wide range
of natural gas composition. A complete fractional
analysis of the flowing gas is required. The anal-
ysis method is the method most applicable when
a natural gas has a specific gravity higher than
0.750. It is the best method when appreciable
percentages of components as hydrogen sulphide,
oxygen and helium occur in the gas.
The pseudocritical pressure of a natural gas
mixture can be defined as the sum of the products
of the mol fraction and the critical pressure of
each component gas:
Pl. = ZP,^l (15)
where:
Pc = pseudocritical pressure of the gas mixture
Pi = critical pressure of any component gas
Xt = mol fraction of the respective component
gas
The pressure adjusting factor FP is:
*•, = • * £ * • (16)
T,. is defined by equation (17)
The critical pressures and temperatures of the
component gases of natural gas are shown in
Table 5.
Methane-Gravity Method: The methane-gravity
method is especially applicable where a natural
gas has a specific gravity higher than 0.750 due
to the heavier hydrocarbon components. This
method requires only the methane content of the
gas in addition to the five variables required in
the standard method. The equations for the deter-
mination of the pseudocritical pressure and tem-
perature are:
P, = 891.11 - 172.56G + 443.04 Xc- ...
- 232.23 Xn - 122.52 Xm (19)
T, = 327.77 + 214.82G - 144.12 Xc- . . .
- 319.52 Xo - 102.78 Xm (20)
where:
G = specific gravity of the natural gas
Xc = mol fraction carbon dioxide
Xu = mol fraction nitrogen
Xm = mol fraction methane
The pressure and temperature adjusting Fac-
tors Fv and Fr are determined by equations (16)
and (18) respectively with Pc and Tc defined by
equations (19) and (20) respectively.
Heating Value Method: This method is inher-
ently the same as the Standard Method since an
exact linear relationship exists between the
heating value and the specific gravity of the
hydrocarbon components of a natural gas. Any
difference between the two methods can be attrib-
uted to normal uncertainties in determining spe-
cific gravity, heating value and diluent content of
gas. This method is limited to natural gases of
specific gravity less than 0.750.
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The equations for the determination of the
pseudocritical pressure and temperatures are:
P.. = 693 — 0.02029 H + 379.0 Xc — 201.0 XB
(21)
T, = 124.7 + 0.2203 H + 384.99 X, + 91.11 Xa
(22)
where:
H = heating value (wet basis) B.T.U. per cu-
bic foot, 14.73 psia and 60°F.
X, = mol fraction carbon dioxide
Xn = mol fraction nitrogen
The pressure and temperature adjusting fac-
tors F|. and FT are determined by equations (16)
and (18) respectively with Pz and Tc defined by
equations (21) and (22) respectively.
Actual Test Method: Be ore extending the use
of these data and methods b jyond the recommend-
ed range of conditions, their applicability to any
such extended condition should first be properly
verified by actual test.
402
Equations of Parameter E
The base equation on page 397 using the E values
from Table 4 was employed to generate Table 3
Supercompressibility Factors F,,v through the full
range of pressure and temperature. The base
equation differs in eight range groups due to the
variation of the parameter E. Parameter E ap-
pears in equation (14) which is a definitive rela-
tion of the base equation. The following are the
equations of E based on the respective ranges of
applicability for pressure and temperature as in-
dicated in Figure 1 on page 405.
NOTE: V and T are defined on page 397. The
Napierian constant e was carried to eight signifi-
cant digits 2.7182818 in developing the table of
E constants. The computer program used a float-
ing decimal system.
*In equa t ions 27-29 if the value of n- is
in excess of 2 .0 , then use 2 .0 . However,
in equa t ions 31 and 36 use the a c t u a l value
of TT" as computed from equat ion 9 on Page 397
403
For ordinary use the system analyst by exam-
ining the equation can easily see ways of imple-
menting them on almost any computer. Three
systems are available for programming the
parameter E in the equation for computer calcu-
lation :
1. Parameter E selected from Table 4.
2. Parameter E computed directly from equa-
tions.
3. Selective use of equations and tables of
Parameter E.
The selection of the most suitable system for
determining the supercompressibility factor F,,,
by the computer method will ultimately depend
upon the pressure and temperature ranges of the
flowing gas and the capabilities of the electronic
data processing equipment available to the user.
Figure 2 on page 407 shows a graphic represen-
tation of the F,,.- factors at four temperatures
taken directly from the Table of Supercompress-
ibility Factors. These values are for the 0.600 spe-
cific gravity hydrocarbon natural gas.
404
RANGE OF APPLICABILITY OF THE
PARAMETER E
407
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ATTACHMENT C
MONTHLY AND PARTIAL HOURLY GAS MEASUREMENT
FOR MAY 1997
Energy Systems Laboratory Texas A&M University
TAMU POWER PLANT
IRELAND STREET
COLLEGE STATION TX.
SHERYL OWENS
AVC 3.22
Monthly Summary
SHERYL OWENS
AVC 3.22
Daily Summary SN: 84302378
06:00 6806 540 166.02 62.5
Printed: 11:23 Wednesday 16 July 1997 File: 84302378.PRF Page: 1
SHERYL OWENS
AVC 3.22,
Daily Summary SN: 84302378
07:00 Saturday 03 May 1997
TAMU POWER PLANT
IRELAND STREET
COLLEGE STATION TX.
06:00 6902 550 165.47 63.0
Printed: 11:23 Wednesday 16 July 1997 File: 84302378.PRF Page: 2
SHERYL OWENS TAMU POWER PLANT
AVC 3.22 IRELAND STREET „
Daily Summary SN: 84302378 COLLEGE STATION TX.
06:00 7116 570 164.74 63.5
Printed: 11:23 Wednesday 16 July 1997 File: 84302378.PRF Page: 3
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ATTACHMENT D
SPREADSHEET OF GAS VOLUME CORRECTION
Energy Systems Laboratory Texas A&M University
Time
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ATTACHMENT E
GAS ANALYSIS DATA FOR 1995
Energy Systems Laboratory Texas A&M University
REPORT: GANB155-0I
JOB: GAN6030
JflN-07-0000 00 :21 FROM LONE STPR PIPELINE LOB TO 914098622418 P.02
TOTfiL P.02
